
Peppermint is in class by itself. Its white petioles with pink stripes

from bottom to top create a visual pop that will catch any eye. It

has glossy, dark green, savoy leaves. Peppermint is a bolt tolerant

Swiss chard variety. It is a perfect variety for fresh markets, home

gardens and specialty markets.

Beautiful white petiole with pink strips

Dark green, glossy leaves
Uses: Fresh market, home gardens, and specialty markets

U.S. PVP No. 201100151

PEPPERMINT
SWISS CHARD

CHARACTERISTICS

BOLT RESISTANCE Very High

LEAF CHARACTERISTICS Savoy, Glossy

MARKET USE Specialty, Multi, Fresh, Bunch

LEAF COLOR Dark Green

PETIOLE COLOR White, Striped Pink

PLANT HABIT Upright

RELATIVE MATURITY Mid-late

UNIFORMITY Very Uniform

COMMERICAL

DAYS TO MATURITY TO INDOOR MICROGREEN 14-17

DAYS TO MATURITY TO INDOOR BABY LEAF 25-28

DAYS TO MATURITY FROM DIRECT SEED 58-63

DISEASE KEY

CODE DISEASE PATHOGEN

Cb Leaf spot Cercospora beticola

Ps (Pfb) Downy Mildew Peronospora schachtii (Peronospora farinosa f. sp. betae)

Psa Bacterial blight or leaf spot Pseudomonas syringae pv. aptata

RESISTANCE TERMINOLOGY

HR = High resistance: plant varieties that highly restrict the growth and development of the specified pest or pathogen under normal pest or pathogen pressure when compared to susceptible varieties. These plant varieties may, however, exhibit some symptoms or damage

under heavy pathogen or pest pressure.

IR = Intermediate resistance: plant varieties that restrict the growth and development of the specified pest or pathogen, but may exhibit a greater range of symptoms or damage compared to “highly resistant” varieties. Intermediately resistant plant varieties will still show less

severe symptoms or damage than susceptible plant varieties when grown under similar environmental conditions and/or pathogen or pest pressure.

T = Tolerance: The ability of a plant variety to endure abiotic stress without serious consequences for growth, appearance and yield.

Disclaimer Claims and other disclosed information are based on our observations and/or information from other sources. Crop performance depends on the interaction between the genetic potential of the seed, its physiological characteristics, the environment, including

management, and other uncontrollable factors that may alter expected performance. Triploid hybrid watermelon varieties will on occasion produce empty white seed coats or hard, dark undeveloped seeds and, therefore, are not warranted to be completely “seedless”.

Statements concerning the reaction of varieties to a specific pathogen, pest or stress are based on evaluation under defined conditions. These reactions can be affected by changes in environmental and biological factors, especially new pathogen races, pest biotypes or

vectors of disease agents. Therefore, we give no warranty, express or implied, for crop performance relative to the information given; nor do we accept any liability for any loss, direct, indirect, or consequential, that may arise from any cause. Read all seed package labeling

carefully to understand the terms and conditions of sale.
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